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The advent of cloud computing ushered in a
new era in software availability, capabilities and
cost. While many may be familiar with trends
and variations in software pricing from perpetual
to subscription to usage-based licensing, the
concept of software that does not carry an
ongoing client usage fee may be less familiar. For a number of years
in most parts of the world, the pricing norm for Vendor Management
Systems (VMS) has been a supplier-funded model that offers
significant value for all parties in the supply and demand equation
for external workforce and services procurement management.
This whitepaper is intended to explain how a supplier-funded model
works and highlight the benefits for both customers and their
services suppliers.

About SAP Fieldglass
SAP Fieldglass, a longstanding leader
in external talent management and
services procurement, is used by
organizations around the world to find,
engage and manage all types of flexible
resources. Our cloud-based, open
platform has been deployed in
more than 180 countries and helps
companies transform how work gets
done, increase operational agility and
accelerate business outcomes in
the digital economy. Backed by the
resources of SAP, our customers
benefit from a roadmap driven by a
continuous investment in innovation.

As workforce complexity grows, so does the need to
manage it more effectively
The workforce mix companies use today is increasingly complex. It
is comprised of a varied array of workers beyond direct employees:
contingent workers, independent contractors, project consultants,
retirees, alumni, Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) firms and
more. Organizations rely on all these non-employee workers
more than ever to help drive business growth and profitability.
The process of sourcing, engaging and managing a highly diverse
external workforce can be complicated and costly, impairing an
organization’s ability to derive competitive advantage from the
strategic use of flexible labor.

VMS technology simplifies workforce management
VMS technology streamlines and simplifies the procurementto-pay cycle for all categories of external labor and services by
automating critical process steps. It allows an organization to
achieve unprecedented enterprise visibility into the composition,
cost and quality of its flexible workforce. It can significantly enhance
government and corporate compliance and ensure adherence to
safety and security policies. It improves process efficiency and
supports strong governance in a program. It simplifies how external
service providers are engaged, while providing a means to measure
the quality of services delivered. When a company can launch a
program without requiring an up-front investment in technology,
bottom-line benefits are quickly and readily apparent.
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Generating positive ROI on Day 1
Contemplating the introduction of new technology almost always generates discussions about total
cost of ownership (TCO) and return on investment (ROI). Consideration is given to the initial investment
in software, ongoing licensing fees, and maintenance and support costs. When the cost of using VMS
technology is partly borne by the suppliers who participate in an organization’s external labor program,
there is no ongoing maintenance funding required by the client. As a result, the cost savings generated are
realized by the business more quickly. Organizations that implement VMS technology typically realize cost
savings that can range from eight to twelve percent in the first year.

An evolution in software pricing models
In the world of software, pricing has also evolved to match the changing preferences
and use of the product. Software was initially viewed as a product that was
purchased outright by a user. Upgrades and maintenance represented additional
costs. With the emergence of cloud computing, common pricing models for software
have evolved to include:
• User-based licensing fees, paid on a set schedule (e.g., monthly, quarterly or annually) and linked to a
number of specific users. In theory this allows an organization to determine a specific cost.
• Transactional fee models, tied to software usage, and can be defined in terms of fee per-hire or per
functional task. They are typically handled as a flat fee or as a percent of spend.
• Supplier-funded models, now the industry standard for the VMS space, was established more than a
decade ago. In a supplier-funded model, buyers of staffing services pay no upfront or ongoing usage fees.
This has helped drive significant adoption of the model for flexible workforce management. The suppliers
using the tool are charged a fee per transaction based on the overall anticipated volume of annual
transactions processed through the client’s workforce management program. Today, approximately twothirds of all vendor-neutral flexible workforce management programs use this pricing model to fund their
access to VMS technology.
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High adoption drives the success of the
supplier-funded model
Today, the majority of external workforce programs
utilizing a VMS adopt the supplier-funded model. In
essence, the staffing agencies that supply talent to a
buyer underwrite the program in exchange for improved
efficiencies, transparency and the opportunity to do more
business with that buyer.
Suppliers pay neither the client nor the VMS provider a per
transaction fee outright. The fee is deducted from their
invoices, which are generated by the VMS. The amount
paid by suppliers is a small percentage of the savings they
achieve by more efficiently processing orders through
the solution. Even with the addition of a Managed Service
Provider (MSP) overseeing the program, savings to the
buyer remain substantial.

How vendor fees are calculated
Program fees, including the technology fee, are subtracted
from the agreed-upon bill rate that is negotiated between
the client buyer and the staffing services provider.
Here is how a supplier-funded model works:
Bill rate for external labour

$100.00

Bill rate presented to hiring manager

$100.00

Fee withheld for VMS
Amount paid to vendor

$0.75
$99.25

Benchmarking analysis, conducted as part of the VMS
implementation process, ensures that pre- and postimplementation bill rates are equitable. Continual rate card
analysis ensures no surprise spikes in supplier rates. If a
supplier charges $100 before deployment, that is the rate
the buyer can expect after deployment. Even with a supplier
configuring bill rates at a higher level to cover a VMS usage
fee of 0.75%, any potential negative impact would be
minimal in view of a buyer’s anticipated overall cost savings.
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The advantages of a supplier-funded
model for staffing buyers

• Invoice time and expense or deliverables:
VMS auto invoice feature automatically
turns approved time and expense sheets or
deliverables into invoices on behalf of the vendor.
• Export invoices and send to accounts
payable (A/P): Program office downloads
invoices into a file and sends the file to A/P
for processing and payment. This can also be
automated through integration.
• Import invoice file into A/P: A/P receives the
invoice file and uploads it into A/P system.
• Invoices applied: The invoice detail either
applies invoice costs against a cost center, or if a
purchase order has been generated, then costs
are applied against purchase order.
• Remit payment to vendor: A/P remits total
invoice amount less the VMS fee to the vendor
($100 Invoice – $0.75 VMS Fee = $99.25
Remittance Amount).
• Receive payment: Vendor receives payment
equal to invoice amount, less the VMS fee.
Remittance contains the VMS invoice code so
vendor can automate cash application.
• Place VMS fee in holding account: The VMS
fee that is withheld from the vendor’s remittance
is placed in a holding account to pay VMS
provider for use of the solution.
• Receive VMS invoice: On a monthly basis, VMS
submits to A/P a manual invoice for the month’s
fees.
• Pay VMS: A/P pays VMS provider using the
funds withheld in the holding account.

Right from the start, the staffing services buyer
gets access to a host of functionality to streamline
the way it goes about procuring services and
managing its external workforce, regardless of
program size.
• No need to budget for technology investment or
ongoing support
• Minimal cost to launch and run the technology
• Accelerates program adoption and savings
• No charges for upgrades
• Works for any size program — large or small

How the supplier-funded model works
From getting the job done to paying for the job, the
VMS follows a logical, multi-step process to ensure
each required action is efficiently executed with
minimal burden on the business user, beyond
providing authorization to proceed with payment.
• Submit time and expense or deliverables:
External worker or vendor logs hours worked and
expenses or project deliverables in VMS.
• Approve time and expense or deliverables:
Business user approves weekly time and
expense sheets or deliverables (this is the
authorization to pay the invoice).
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How the supplier-funded model works

Why suppliers are willing to pay the bill for VMS technology
Despite some initial concerns about the benefits of a supplier-funded model, suppliers now realize that
the technology creates value for them, offering advantages that can lower their cost of doing business and
drive higher revenues.
A VMS rewards suppliers for excellence and makes it easy to demonstrate a vendor’s strategic value
to the buyer, opening up greater opportunities to deepen client account penetration. It also promotes
transparency, ensuring that suppliers are evaluated strictly on their ability to perform rather than their
ability to promote their business.

How suppliers benefit from VMS participation
In addition to opening up new business opportunities, VMS participation offers suppliers a host of
automated processes that can promote productivity and lower operating costs, as well as access to robust
reporting and performance metrics that can drive continuous improvement in service delivery.
Operational excellence
Suppliers can improve operational management when they use a VMS. Efficiencies are achieved through:
•
•
•
•
•

Automated order intake and routing based on recruiter, location, role and specialty
Detailed external labor and Statement of Work (SOW) requirements
Candidate talent pools that decrease time to fill
Localization of the application for the supplier’s specific needs
Auditable distribution rules that allow suppliers to receive requisitions based
on agreed-to supplier tier structure — ensuring a level playing field
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• Streamlined approval process for job postings and SOWs
drives faster cycle times, allowing suppliers to bid on
more jobs and place more candidates
• Quicker onboarding and project start-up accelerates
supplier payment
• Enhanced collaboration with buyer on SOW amendments,
clauses, etc.
• Greater efficiency in responding to buyer requests
facilitated through use of social tools for notifications,
chat, etc.
• Expanded business opportunities via access to additional
SOW/project requests from other
client departments
• Detailed notifications that drive proactive management
of timesheet completion, approvals, and on- and offboarding
Financial management
A VMS provides detailed financial data, controls and
automation that suppliers can leverage to strengthen
financial management through:
• Complete transparency into the payment process
• Reduced payroll factoring
• Ability to see and manage unapproved timesheets
and invoices
• Automated invoicing
• Increased rate and invoicing accuracy
• Accelerated cash flow
• Reduced client support costs
• Global tax support
Advanced analytics and business intelligence
A VMS provides suppliers with reporting and visibility that
can strengthen their business management.
• Self-service environment to maintain supplier data
• Real-time reporting and metrics, including supplier
specific program data and scorecards
• Reduction or elimination of manual monthly reporting
• Ability to differentiate based on performance
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Conclusion
As the nature of work continues to evolve, competitive advantage can be found in simplifying workforce
complexity. VMS technology is a time-tested and proven means to transform the procure-to-pay
cycle into a powerful pipeline that significantly enhances an organization’s ability to more effectively
manage the external workforce and services procurement — while strengthening the connections
between buyers and suppliers. Creating value across the supply chain, it uncovers opportunities to
achieve operational excellence, reduce costs, enhance quality and promote growth for both buyers and
suppliers. When a VMS technology is supplier-funded, it can significantly reduce barriers to program
launch and speed program adoption, accelerating results for every stakeholder in the process.

Learn more
The world of work is changing, and SAP Fieldglass is leading the way with innovative solutions that harness the power of the
external workforce in driving the digital economy. Explore additional resources on www.fieldglass.com/resources to learn more
about the external workforce and the way work gets done.
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